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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Juan De Dios Concha has contributed to the dictionary with 24 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bicicletero
The word '' bicicletero '' It is not a word that is accepted by the RAE, however, it is used in a derogatory manner to refer
to a place or town of humble infrastructure: '' What are you doing there if it is a poor town bicicletero...  ''.

colata
Colata is an Italian word that means '' cast 39, '' wash '' and even '' casting '' depending on the context in which you are.

ctm
CTM is the acronym of the Confederation of workers of Mexico

estadunidense
U.s. It is a gentleness to describe typical of the United States of America ( USA / USA . U.S.  /USA ) .  Although it is a
common form in some Latin American countries and valid, the use of "American" is recommended.  Some synonyms,
words, or similar expressions may be from the United States, North America, and 

give me five
Give me five is the colloquial English term for the phrase "come those five".  It refers to the popular way between two
people to bump the palms of the right hand together as a meaning of approval or success. 

gksdpw
This is not a Word with a meaning or permitted. It can be a game of letters resulted in 40 Buggle; pun that form to the
shake the dice with letters ).

instagram
Instagram is a social network that allows you to share images and videos through your application, either mobile or
desktop, and which requires to open an account.

kallkiy
Kallkiy means '' pave '' or '' stone '' in quechua language of the Andes.

kusiku intichaw paniykuna que quiere decir
Means: '' In the morning, when it was still dark ''. You are in Chichewa, an official language of the Republic of Malawi, in
Southeast Africa.

menoscaban
They undermine is the present indicative 3rd person plural of '' undermining '' whose meaning is decreasing somewhat,
removing a part, shorten it, reduce it.

momentito
Colloquial (diminutive) way of calling a small space of time. 

oteando



Peering is the gerund of Lookout, which means posting from a high place which is down; squint, record or watch with
care.

platimiode
platimiode is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PLATINOIDE" as meaning:<br>Platinoide is an alloy of
various metals to manufacture electric resistance coils.

que es pesebrera
The stall is the set or row of cribs ( container where it gets food ) in the barns or stables. In Colombia, a stall is where
cattle is housed.

que significa antropogonicos
What antropogonicos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Enzinares" as meaning:<br>What refers to the
antropogonia, which is the kind of tale of mitico-religioso character on the origin of man, his creation or emergence and
their culture.

que significa chapeta
Chapeta is the diminutive of '' sheet '' reddish spot that juxtaposes cheeks.

raimi
Raimi is the surname of a director, writer and producer American film, Sam Raimi.

sahuri
Sahuri is a name of Sanskrit which means '' full of heart origin; powerful, strong ''.

skateboarding
Skateboarding is the English term that refers to the practice of the sport of skateboarding, which is done with the
so-called skateboard. 

suprapersonal
Suprapersonal is not a word that is admitted by the Real Academia de la Lengua. However, '' above '' It is a
compositional element that means top or over. Thus, suprapersonal, refers to a sense beyond the '' staff ''.

traspolando
traspolando is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Transpolando" as meaning:<br>The correct word would be
transpolando, which comes from transpolar, such a journey or a path: through a terrestrial pole or its vicinity.

txiskuene
Txiskuene is a Basque word meaning whisper, murmur, murmur.

watashi
Watashi is a Japanese word that means '' I ''.


